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Department of Materials Management 

Procurement Unit 

MONTGOMERY COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS 

45 W. Gude Drive, Suite 3100 

Rockville, Maryland 20850 

 

May 1, 2018 

 

RFP #4456.1, English Language Arts and Mathematics Curricular and Instructional 

Materials for Elementary and Middle Schools 

 

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS SUBMITTED PRIOR TO  

THE PRE-PROPOSAL CONFERENCE 

 

1. Q: Is the district requesting print samples at this time? If so, how many copies and 

where should they be sent? 

 

Answer:  Yes. Five copies. Samples by grade band will suffice. 

 

2. Q: Can you confirm that applying to this with supplemental materials is acceptable 

(not a core program, however materials to supplement and/or intervention materials)?   

 

Answer:  MCPS is interested in a comprehensive core curriculum, not 

supplemental materials. 

3. Submitting supplemental resources, are the requirement of being evidence based 

waived?  

 

Answer:  See Question 2. The comprehensive core curriculum must be evidence 

 based. 

4. Q: Will you consider ELA programs that do not include grades 6–8? 

 

Answer: Yes. 

 

5. Q: Will you consider ELA materials that do not include all of the technical 

requirements listed in the RFP? 

 

Answer: No. 

 

6. Q: Will you consider ELA materials that do not include explicit small-group 

instruction and/or small-group materials for grades 3–5? 

 

Answer: Yes 
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7. Q: Will you consider ELA materials that do not include materials in editable formats? 

 

Answer: Some editable materials are required. 

 

8. Q: Most typically districts are on a 6-year cycle, but what duration of years is the 

MCPS adoption for?  

 

Answer: Three years. 

 

9. Q: Can you describe the core difference between 3.12 (.2. .3, & .4) and 3.14?  

 

Answer: 3.12 (.2. .3, & .4) include the Acceptance Testing Period of 45 days and 

a request to identify key staff on the Respondent’s Project Team, in alignment 

with the MCPS General Contract Articles. 3.14 is an attempt to explain the 

professional development plan that will need to be in place immediately after 

contract approval, to include training in summer 2018 and implementation in 

the 2018-19 school year. 

10. Q: Does the district want to review print samples? 

 

Answer: See Question 1.  

 

11. Q: The RFP states the following: 

 

 Include accessibility features such as read-aloud and text to speech 

 Includes digital and hard-bound print formats; 

 

If our curriculum does NOT contain text to speech and does NOT include “hard-

bound” print formats, but meets ALL other requirements of the RFP – would we 

be eliminated from consideration? 

       Answer: Accessibility features and inclusion of digital and hard-bound materials 

  are required. 

12. Q: Are these two requirements listed above must have features that will eliminate a 

vendor if they do not meet all the criteria requirements or will the bid simply lose 

points because they do not meet all the criteria requirements?  

If it is a point deduction, is there a rubric that outlines how points are awarded for 

each section of this evaluation criteria outlined in section 11.1? 

 Completeness of response.  

 Ability to perform and meet MCPS' needs (based on the criteria set forth in this 

RFP, including but not limited to Section_ 3.0, Scope of Services).  

 Qualifications, reputation, and experience of the Respondent relevant to the Scope 

of Services including specific experience in providing products and services to 

school districts of similar size, including the bidder's knowledge of best practices, 
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educational research, and ability to respond to findings of the external curriculum 

review.  

 Qualifications, reputation, and experience of key staff that will be responsible for 

this contract.  

 Past performance as determined by recent and relevant contracts. Evaluation will 

be based on information obtained from references provided by the bidder as well 

as other relevant past performance information obtained from other sources 

known to MCPS.  

 Pricing proposal and fee structure. 
 

Answer: Proposals will be evaluated based on a holistic review of how a proposal 

meets the criteria outlined in the RFP, not on a point system. 

13. Q: Can you provide more detailed curriculum frameworks for middle school, 

accelerated, and Algebra 1 that includes standards to be covered in each course? The 

link provided on Page 2 of the RFP is very high level. 

 

Answer: More information can be found here: 

http://www.montgomeryschoolsmd.org/curriculum/math/middle/ 

 

14. Q: Can you clarify what is meant by the following, from page 10 of proposal, section 

3.9 Technical Requirements: 

 

The Respondent’s proposal shall identify and describe: (a) technical 

requirements, technical media resources and copyright and licensing status; 

Answer: Please identify any browser-specific requirements (chrome, safari, IE) 

and operating system requirements (chrome; IOS, Windows). Also, identify any 

bandwidth requirements for accessing any multi-media content or platform. 

Finally, address any limitations with licensing status – are we able to house 

content in our learning management system; Are we able to house content in 

our assessment platform; are there limitations on access (copies of e-books; 

number of concurrent users), etc. 

15. Q: From page 10, Section 3.9, can you clarify what you are looking for by the 

following? 

 

In addition, the Respondent’s proposal shall provide examples of similarly 

completed projects, or projects in progress, that demonstrate the responding 

firm’s expertise and capabilities in each of the above-listed areas. Examples 

might include, for example, detailed descriptions supported by printed 

screenshots, references websites or apps that MCPS will be able to review online, 

etc. 

http://www.montgomeryschoolsmd.org/curriculum/math/middle/
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                   Answer:  The proposal should provide evidence that the respondent can meet  

  the requirements at scale in a large district.   

16. Q: In reference to the above, are you referring specifically to projects similar in 

technical scope as outlined in Section 3.9?  

 

Answer: Yes. 

 

17. Q: On page 16, the RFP states that a complete response must include the respondent’s 

annual fiscal report to demonstrate financial stability. Our annual report is quite 

lengthy (hundreds of pages). In an effort to keep our proposal response concise, is it 

acceptable to provide a link to the report, or do we need to print and include the report 

with our response? 

 

Answer: It is acceptable to provide a link to the report. 

 

18. Q: Can the district provide any additional clarification regarding the intent of the 

requirement noted below? 

 

3.12.3 After the Respondent has made the Curricular and Instructional Materials 

available to MCPS, MCPS shall have a period of forty-five (45) days (“Acceptance 

Testing Period”) from the date of availability to verify that the curriculum 

substantially performs to the specifications contained in the RFP.  In the event that 

MCPS determines that the curriculum does not meet such specifications, MCPS shall 

notify the Respondent in writing, and Respondent shall modify or correct the 

curriculum so that it meets these specifications, or MCPS may determine in its sole 

discretion to terminate the contract in accordance with the MCPS General Contract 

Articles referenced in Section 20.0. 

   

Answer: The intent of the provision is to provide MCPS a period to work with 

the materials and assure that they meet the required specifications. 

19. Q: Are contractors allowed to have their organizations' trained teachers teach their 

curriculum or must the teachers be already established teachers from Montgomery 

County Public Schools?  

 

Answer: The respondent is asked to provide qualified trainers to lead or co. 

  

20. Q: Is there a template that contractors can use for pricing? 

 

Answer: The contractor should use Attachment E Pricing (downloadable here:  

http://procurement.montgomeryschoolsmd.org/home/Bid_Record/1605 ) as their 

template. 

 

http://procurement.montgomeryschoolsmd.org/home/Bid_Record/1605
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21. Q: Are contractors allowed to add their organization's information to school 

newsletters or developed curriculum syllabus to inform parents of summer programs 

during the time when students are not in school? 

 

Answer: This would be further discussed during implementation after Board of 

Education approval. 

 

22. Q: On RFP page 8, requirement 3.7.6 (for mathematics) specifies: Curricular and 

Instructional Materials include materials for an extended school year of instruction. 

 

a.) Please define “extended school year” as applicable to this requirement.  

 

Answer: extending school through the beginning of August for some Title I 

schools. 

 

b.) What is the purpose/goal of the extended school year?  

 

Answer: To provide students in Title I schools the opportunity to continue 

their academic program throughout the summer.  Therefore, eliminating 

summer loss. 

 

c.) Is this model for students requiring additional support, students needing 

enrichment, or for the general school population? 

 

Answer: General students who are not meeting grade level, students who are 

needing enrichment, and students who need support with specific concepts 

and skills. 

 

23. Q: On RFP page 8, requirement 3.8.2 (for both ELA and mathematics) specifies: 

Curricular and Instructional Materials provided (in general editable forms like 

Microsoft Word or Google docs) so that teachers may edit, adapt, or enrich them 

accordingly.  Will the District consider using Adobe Writer as an acceptable format 

to edit unlocked PDFs? 

Answer: We would consider using Adobe Writer, but this is not desirable. 

Currently, this application is not widely used in the district as a means for 

editing documents. Teachers use Word or Google Docs for editing. Any 

additional purchases required for using Adobe Writer will not be considered at 

this time, so free versions of this editing capability would need to suffice. 

 

24. Q: On RFP page 13, Section 4 “Contract Term” states: The initial term of contract 

shall be for three years.  Will the District purchase annually or will they purchase all 

three years upfront? 

Answer: The District will purchase on an annual basis. 
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25. Q: Attachment E, “Pricing Proposal”, of the RFP requests unit price per student.  

On RFP page 11, Section 3.12.1, states: The table below depicts MCPS' tentative 

implementation plan for the curricula selected under this RFP, with the goal of full 

implementation for all diploma-bound MCPS students by the 2020-2021 school year. 

a.) Please specify if the District prefers the respondent to include unit pricing per 

student or total pricing for each year based upon the number of schools implementing 

in the table within section 3.12.1.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Answer: Per student pricing should assume full implementation within the 

three  year period, based on total enrollment. Current K-8 enrollment 

forecasts project approximately 110,000 students K-8 in the 2018-2019, 2019-

2020 and 2020-2021 school years. For Year 1 implementation, a subset of 

schools will be identified, per the chart above. Specific student counts for 

Year 1 have not been set. 

 

 For Grade 9 Algebra, enrollment at full implementation by 2019-2021 is 

 projected at approximately 3,100 students. 

 

 For schools not implementing in Year 1, MCPS prefers to provide “preview” 

 access to teachers in those schools in Year 1, so that familiarity and learning 

 about the materials can begin; not to be used with students. 

 

b.) If unit pricing per student is required, please supply student counts by year 

and grade level.  

 

                   Answer: See Answer to Question 25(a) above. 

 

26. Q: On RFP page 14, Section 7.3 states: A pricing proposal shall be submitted as a 

separate document outlining content, timeline for implementation, training, 

professional development, however, on RFP page 16 under Section 8.1 (bullet point 

4) specifies: Complete Response must include: Pricing Proposal (use Microsoft 
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Excel). Provide a completed pricing sheet provided in Attachment E for each 

curricula, or portion of curricula, that the Respondent proposes including (i) details 

regarding the components covered by the unit price per student; and (ii) pricing for 

the various types of curricular materials offered by the Respondent.  Please specify 

whether the pricing proposal should be submitted as a separate document or included 

within the response to the technical proposal.  

 

Answer:  See Questions 20 and 25. 

 

b.) If the pricing proposal is included within the technical proposal, should it be 

included within the 3.11 pricing section? 

Answer:  See Questions 20 and 25. 

27. Q: On RFP page 8, Section 3.7.5 (for mathematics) states: Curricular and Instruction 

Materials include accelerated curricular pathway for students demonstrating aptitude 

for advanced instruction. a.) Please define “accelerated curricular pathway” as 

applicable to this requirement. 

Answer: Explicit instructional materials to use when students have 

demonstrated mastery of a content standard. 

 

b.) Does this requirement refer to the MCPS mathematics pathways discussed on RFP 

page 1, Section 1.0 “Intent”, which directs the respondent to the following website: 

http://www. montgomervschoolsmd.om./curriculum/math/? 

                   

Answer: No. This refers to explicit instructional materials to use during 

instruction when students have demonstrated mastery of a content standard. 

 

28. Q: On RFP page 15, Section 8.1 (bullet point 3) requests: Sample of online 

curriculum content, either through website access or digital downloads. 

a.) Should we include print samples with the submission? 

 

Answer: See Question 1. 

 

b.) If so, how many sets of print samples should we include for each grade? 

 

       Answer: See Question 1. 

 

 

 

https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-3A__www.-2520montgomervschoolsmd.om._curriculum_math_&d=DwMF3g&c=fgAH0TEak9hSJygxoVsafg&r=c75_43iwu8DdhEa17W4SXbIx-9JLbsjcAu5_IHJRczqhldbPXMOzv_jT1R1pvScP&m=t40UDDShylQlwOWsQ1EUNT9NqwaYIeLbh04QLAeOWAI&s=h0BwMA96tDpiozch8bHVsgvBREqW4Nu5b9ASuwSeSsY&e=
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29. Q: Can Professional Development be contracted as a separate source; Author(s) as 

provider? 

 

Answer:  Yes, but there should be a clear lead entity identified in the proposal. 

 

30. Q: Will providers who offer digital components, but not digital editions of 

instructional materials, be considered?  

 

Answer: Yes. 

 

31. Q: Are explicit student texts required? 

 

Answer: Yes. 

 

32. Q: MCPS’s tentative implementation plan includes adopting 30 schools K-5 and 20 

schools for grade 6. Would they consider implementing K-3 resources in 2018 and 

grades 4-6 resources in 2019-2020 based on product availability? 

 

Answer: No.  

 

33. Q: Will MCPS purchase county approved resources that have not been submitted for 

RFP process? 

 

Answer: Yes, in other content areas. 

34. Q: Do we have to submit 1 proposal combined ELA and MATH or can we submit 2 

separate proposals, (1 for ELA and 1 for MATH)?  See below: 

 

Section 3.9: In addition, the Respondent’s proposal shall provide examples of   

similarly completed projects, or projects in progress, that demonstrate the responding 

firm’s expertise and capabilities in each of the above-listed areas. Examples might 

include, for example, detailed descriptions supported by printed screenshots, 

references websites or apps that MCPS will be able to review online, etc. 

 

Answer: Either approach is permissible. 

  

35. Q:  How are 'similarly completed projects' defined?   

 

Answer: See Question 15. 

 

36. Q: Is the intent for the Respondent to show examples of current digital 

offerings/content in the form of screenshots and short descriptors?   

 

Answer: Yes. 
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37. Q: Should the examples be embedded within (a) - (k) of 3.9 or is a narrative at the 

end of the section desirable?   

 

Answer: Either approach is permissible. 

38. Q: Where might one find a Mid-Atlantic Purchasing Team Rider Clause (Page 16)? 

 

Answer:  The Mid-Atlantic Purchasing Team Rider Clause is attached.  

39. Q: Do we have to submit a “redacted” copy of the proposal if we do not have any 

confidential/proprietary information? 

 

Answer: No, but you should indicate that the information contained in your 

proposal is not confidential or proprietary. 

 

40. Q: Where will all answers be posted and when? 

 

Answer:  All answers to questions provided before the pre-proposal conference 

will be posted on, May 1, 2018, prior to the conference.  Any additional questions 

that need to be addressed after the conference will be posted by COB, May 3, 

2018. 

 

41. Q: Is this RFP primarily requesting core curriculum solutions or is there also interest 

in intervention/supplemental products as well?   

 

Answer: Core curriculum that includes explicit materials for students not 

meeting the grade level standard. See Section 3.0 of the RFP. 

 

42. Q: Page 3:  3.0 Scope of Services  “Parent Guidance Documents”, please describe 

what is required for Parent Guidance Documents 

 

Answer: Parent facing materials in digital and/or hard bound format that 

provide transparency into the curriculum and help parents support their 

children’s academic progress at home. 

 

43. Q: Page 4:  3.1.1 ELA Curriculum-General Requirements “Digitally Available Parent 

Facing Materials”, please describe the types of resources you envision for parents, 

both from a print and digital perspective.  

 

Answer: See Question 42. 
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44. Q: Page 4:      3.1.1   ELA Curriculum “Hard-Bound formats” please clarify what is 

desired for hard-bound formats. Does this mean a traditional type textbook or, for 

example, printed documents in .pdf format? 

 

Answer: The specific format is up to the respondent. 

 

45. Q: Page 8     3.7.6 Mathematics Curriculum- “Extended School Year”, please clarify 

what is meant by extended school year.  Perhaps summer school or alternatively year 

round school calendar with more instructional days? 

 

Answer: Extending school through the beginning of August for some Title I 

schools. 

 

46. Q: Page 9     3.8.4.3 Universal Design for Learning Needs, please clarify if the UDL 

requirement is for those teachers in need of UDL teaching materials or if this 

requirement is actually referring to student materials which should be designed 

according to UDL principles.  

 

Answer: This is referring to both teacher and student materials that align with 

UDL principles. 

 

47. Q: Page 12     3.14 Training and Professional Development 

 

a. Summer of 2018-2019 Training (July 23-August 22):  

 Purpose of training? 

Answer: To introduce teachers to the materials and begin planning in 

order to begin implementation in fall 2018. 

 Who will be the participants in this training? 

Answer:  Teachers, teacher leaders, district staff 

 Length of training (full days-half days, etc)? 

Answer: Two or three full days 

 How many sessions? 

Answer: Two or three full days 

September 2018:  1 week training 

 

 

48. Q: What is the makeup of the school teams?  Lead teachers, district coordinators or 

others? 

Answer: Teachers, teacher leaders, and district staff. 

49. Q: What is the purpose of the additional on-site training for the week? 

  Answer: To support initial implementation. 
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50. Q: How many school teams will be participating that week? 

Answer: To be determined based on school selection process. 

51. Q: Will the same attendees be participating all week or will there be different 

attendees each day during that week? 

Answer:  Same attendees for multi-day sessions. 

52. Q: The intent of the proposal indicates PreK-8 mathematics, but the scope items 

reflect only K-8. 

 

Answer: Materials that include PreK are preferred but not required. 

 

53. Q: What are the requirements for a PreK program? 

 

Answer: Strong foundational skills program. 

 

54. Q: The contract is for 3 years with a rolling implementation, does this mean each 

school has 3 years or will the contract be in place 3 years after the last school 

implementation? 

 

Answer: The initial contract will be for a three year period, with full 

implementation in Year 3. MCPS reserves the right to extend this contract at 

existing prices, terms, and conditions for up to three additional terms for one (1) 

year each.  

 

For schools not implementing in Year 1, MCPS prefers to provide “preview” 

access to teachers in those schools in Year 1, so that familiarity and learning 

about the materials can begin; not to be used with students. 

 

 

55. Q: Our product has quantile measures for each lesson.  What are you looking for with 

the Quantile Framework for Mathematics?  

 

Answer: (i) Standard reporting template options at the student level; (ii) 

available in CSV for customizable formatting for reporting to  

parents/guardians, and export capability to the school system’s student data 

management platform and (iii) usable to interpret long-term perspective on 

growth, using the Quantile Growth Planner. This data will be useful for 

monitoring student growth. 
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56. Q: Do you have specific district/state assessments that will utilize the quantile scores? 

 

Answer: Not at this time. MCPS anticipates that quantile scores will be used in 

future growth and accountability models.  

 

57. Q: Are you expecting publishers to partner with MetaMetrics to use their software for 

reporting and growth planning? 

 

Answer: MCPS expects respondents to at least begin the process, supported with 

a specified timeline, to include Quantile® Framework for Mathematics with 

Quantile measures. 

 

58. Q:  3.7.6 Our materials allow teachers to access all grade levels, the content is broken 

into 12 modules and is typically delivered across a 180-day school year.  Please 

define extended school year – is this a year-round calendar or a school year longer 

than the typical 180 days?   

 

Answer: See Question 22. 

 

59. Q:  3.7.7 Digital assessments are being added to our core curriculum but are currently 

scheduled to be available by spring of the first implementation, is that acceptable as a 

rolling implementation? 

 

Answer: Digital assessments need to be developed and available immediately. 

 

60. Q:  3.8.1. What do you mean by a linear organization for the curriculum?   

 

Answer: The curriculum materials should be clear, well-organized, and high 

ease of usability for teachers. 

 

61. Q:  3.8.2 Editable lesson plans through word or google docs, if our system has a way 

to edit the lesson within the digital teacher platform would that meet this 

requirement? 

 

Answer: Yes. 

 

62. Q:  Please define the pricing proposal 7.3.  This is not just the worksheet? The scope 

document lists timeline for implementation, training etc. in items 3.12 and 3.14 

 

Answer: See Question 20. 
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63. Q:  Item 8.1 both the 4th bullet and 12th bullet request Attachment E.  Where does this 

belong in the proposal? 

 

Answer: You can insert in your response in section 3.11 using Attachment E. 

 

64. Q:  Item 8.1 15th bullet, variances and objections.  Is this where a publisher would 

indicate they are working toward a specification in the RFP or have an alternative to a 

particular specification? 

 

Answer: Yes. Or, this can also be addressed in a specific part of the scope, or 

both. 

 

65. Q:  The RFP specifies that the program must be aligned to state standards.  Is a 

lesson-by-lesson correlation document required by the district as part of the support 

for this requirement?  If not, what evidence is the district looking for to support this 

alignment? 

 

Answer: Lesson by lesson is not required. Proposals, samples, and external 

rating should show alignment to standards. 

 

66. Q:  The pricing worksheet identifies only the unit price per student.  Is there a 

formula for how many students are in a classroom? 

 

Answer: See Question 25. 

 

67. Q:  Grade 6 is broken out from grades 7 and 8 on the implementation schedule.  It 

still appears that grade 6-8 are in the same schools based upon the numbers.  Is the 

school breakdown K-5 and 6-8?  Is it best to bid a school grouping for example K-5 v 

K-6? 

 

Answer: For Year 1, K-5 in elementary school and Grade 6 in middle school. 

 

68. Is it required that curriculum materials be rated on Ed Reports? 

 

Answer: No. However, external evaluation is required. If materials are not rated 

on Ed Reports but have been evaluated by another entity, respondents should 

indicate which external entity not affiliated with the respondent who conducted 

the evaluation and provide a copy of the evaluation or a link to where the 

evaluation can be found. 
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69. Will there be onsite demonstrations? 

 

Answer: MCPS will identify finalists through the evaluation process. Finalists 

will be expected to provide onsite demonstrations the week of May 29-June 1 

and/or June 4-8, 2018. Finalists will also be expected to provide temporary 

digital access for reviewers. 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                  Angela McIntosh-Davis, CPPB, Team Leader 

        Procurement Unit 

AMD    

 

 

Please indicate your receipt of this notice by signing below and returning with your bid or under 

separate cover. 

 

 

Accepted: ________________________________________________________________ 

    Name and Title 

 

Name of Company __________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 



 
 

Mid‐Atlantic Purchasing Team  
Rider  Clause    

 
Bid # 

USE OF CONTRACT(S) BY MEMBERS COMPRISING Mid –Atlantic Purchasing Team COMMITTEE 
  

Extension to Other Jurisdictions 

The [issuing jurisdiction] extends the resultant contract (s), including pricing, terms and 
conditions to the members of the Mid‐Atlantic Purchasing Team, as well as all other public 
entities under the jurisdiction of the United States and its territories. 

Inclusion of Governmental & Nonprofit Participants (Optional Clause) 

This shall include but not be limited to private schools, Parochial schools, non‐public schools 
such as charter schools, special districts, intermediate units, non‐profit agencies providing 
services on behalf of government, and/or state, community and/or private colleges/universities 
that     required these good, commodities and/or services. 

Notification and Reporting 

The Contractor agrees to notify the issuing jurisdiction of those entities that wish to use any 
contract resulting from this solicitation and will also provide usage information, which may be 
requested.  The Contractor will provide the copy of the solicitation and resultant contract    
documents to any requesting jurisdiction or entity. 

Contract Agreement 

Any jurisdiction or entity using the resultant contract (s) may enter into its own contract with 
the successful Contractor (s). There shall be no obligation on the party of any participating 
jurisdiction to use the resultant contract (s). Contracts entered into with a participating 
jurisdiction may contain general terms and conditions unique to that jurisdiction  Including, by 
way of illustration and not limitation, clauses covering  minority participation, non‐
discrimination, indemnification, naming the jurisdiction as an additional insured under any 
required Comprehensive General Liability policies, and venue. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 
 

 
Authorization To Extend Contract:  Bid # 

 
 

 
__________________________________ 

 Vendor Name     Revised 5/1/18 
 

 Yes  No    Yes No  Yes No

Alexandria, Virginia   Gaithersburg, Maryland    Rockville, Maryland   
Alexandria Public Schools   Greenbelt, Maryland    Spotsylvania County   
Alexandria Sanitation 
Authority 

  Harford County   Spotsylvania County Gov & 
Schools  

  

Annapolis City   Harford County Schools    Stafford County, Virgina    
Anne Arundel County   Howard County   Takoma Park, Maryland    
Anne Arundel Schools   Howard County Schools    Upper Occoquan Service 

Authority  
  

Arlington County, Virginia   Herndon, Virginia    Vienna, Virginia   
Arlington County Public 
Schools 

  Leesburg, Virgina   Washington Metropolitan 
Area Transit Authority  

  

Baltimore City   London County, Virgina    Washington Suburban 
Sanitary Commission  

  

Baltimore County Schools   Loudoun County Public Schools    Winchester, Virginia   
Bladensburg, Maryland   Loudoun County Water Authority   Winchester Public Schools    
Bowie, Maryland   Manassas City Public Schools      
Carroll County   Manassas Park, Virginia       
Carroll County Schools    Maryland DGS Purchasing       
Charles County 
Government  

  Maryland-National Capital Park 
& Planning Commission  

     

City of Fredericksburg    Metropolitan Washington Airport 
Authority  

     

College Park, Maryland   Metropolitan Washington Council 
of Government  

     

District of Columbia 
Government 

  Montgomery College       

District of Columbia Water 
& Sewer Auth. 

  Montgomery County, Maryland       

District of Columbia Public 
Schools 

  Montgomery County Public 
School 

     

Fairfax, Virginia   Northern Virginia Community 
College  

     

Fairfax County, Virginia   Prince George’s Community 
College  

     

Fairfax County Water 
Authority 

  Prince George’s County, 
Maryland 

     

Falls Church, Virginia   Prince George’s Public Schools       
Fauquier County Schools & 
Government 

  Prince William County, Virginia      

Frederick, Maryland    Prince William County Public 
Schools  

     

Frederick County, 
Maryland  

  Prince William County Service 
Author 

     




